Storyboard scheme of work.
Reference materials in Files in Teams … PowerPoint used in lessons. Please also refer to the recorded lesson and the chat.
Lesson 1: pp slides 5+6
Storyboard Mind map .
2x Flow diagrams ( slide 5)of the stages in…
1. Recipe ( start with ingredients/ recipe…. End finished product/ eating)
2. Christmas Day meals/ drinks/ nibbles in series…. Chocolate in bed? Breakfast cereal? Cup of tea? Etc….
Ext:Little quick sketches would be great as well.
Lesson 2 ( pp slides 8, 9,10)
Sketch storyboard for… I of the following..
1 Cooking a meal... start ingredients… chop, weigh etc…. eat!
2. Recipee ... start with ingredients ... end eat !
MUST have pictures and colour.... May have words.. Remember: Beginning + middle + End
Lesson 3 + hwk ( slides 12+13+14)
SERIES of PHOTO in prep for a story board. MINIMUM 20 photos. …. Can be..
1 All meals and drinks in your day.
2 Cooking a meal... to include prep, changes as cooks etc and plated up.
2. Recipee ... start with ingredients ... Eating
REMEMBER: You can take more than 1 picture of the same thing! Consider different views.
*If you do not have access to a camera SKETCH!!!!10x3 minute sketches
HWK:Print contact sheet if you have a printer. Label best views saying why ( choose min 6) *Print images small ... if you have no pp sketch
from your photos.
People with no camera ...Refine a Min 6 sketches.
Lesson4 ( slide 15+16)
Arrange chosen photos from storyboard photoshoot in different ways.
Take photos to record. Stick best example.
Lesson 5 + hwk ( slide 17+18+19)
Research minimum 4 different storyboard examples you like... ( they do not have to be food related) print. Label what you like... layout?
Techniques? Medium etc.....
Hwk : Sketch a new and different layout for your storyboard. ... Refer/ use your research examples ( (You may want to try 2 or 3 ideas.....
Then choose the best.)
Lesson 6 + hwk (pp 20+21)
Sketch best new idea/ plan / storyboard from hwk.
A3 size. You will need a second sketch (a maquette) which you can use to experiment medium, techniques etc…
Hwk: Does it include text? Research different fonts you may wish to use in your design.
Lessons 7,8,9+10 ( slides 22+23)
Skill fully create Storyboard.
Carefully consider medium, techniques and written instructions (if using) .
Try out/ experiment on maquette.
Apply to your final piece
Lessons 11-15 HAND IN Friday 5 MARCH.
Work on final piece. Put all the assignments into a PowerPoint in FILES in TEAMS

